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From: 
The Illawarra Greens Constitution 

Revised November 2018 

Appendix No 1: Illawarra Greens Conflict Resolution Process 

 

1.    If a dispute arises as a result of a breach of The Greens NSW safe meeting procedures 

(Appendix 2) or the Greens NSW Code of Ethics, or arises from any other meeting, activity 

or social event involving the members, staff or volunteers of the Illawarra Greens, whether 

verbal or in writing, including, but not limited to, claims of bullying, intimidation or any form 

of discrimination defined by law, then the disputing parties may undertake the following 

steps: 

1.1  Either party may, if practicable, raise the matter with the other party setting out the 

background and the issues in dispute, and the outcome desired. 

1.2.  If the dispute is not resolved in accordance with clause 1.1, then a complainant may 

raise the matter with an office bearer of the Illawarra Greens of their choice with a view to 

mediating the conflict. The nominated office bearer shall, within 72 hours, propose an 

appropriate complaint resolution procedure and should endeavour to commence the 

resolution process within 7 days and complete the process within 30 days, or a longer period 

where appropriate.   It shall be made clear to all parties involved that relevant details of the 

matter may be discussed with any or all of the other office bearers. 

1.3   If the dispute is not resolved in accordance with clause 1.2, then either party may request 

that an internal mediator or Conflict Resolution Committee be nominated which will consist 

of up to three members endorsed by the Group’s office bearers.  The mediator or Committee 

will commit to resolving the matter within the time frame set out in 1.2 above. 

1.4  The parties shall make every effort to assist in the resolution of the dispute and clearly 

communicate the background facts leading to or causing the dispute. 

1.5   At all times, the mediator or Conflict Resolution Committee agree to use their best 

endeavours to: 

 ensure that all parties know what to expect during the complaint handling process, 

  maintain respect, sensitivity, and confidentiality,  

 set out clearly what action is required for a fair resolution of the dispute, and 

 Discuss specific means of avoiding such disputes arising in the future. 

1.6  If the conflict remains unresolved, then a party or the Group may seek assistance with 

resolving the dispute from appropriate Greens NSW staff or the NSW Convenor. 
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Sexual Harassment Conflict Resolution Process 

 

2.   In any matter involving a claim of sexual harassment (as defined by law or the NSW 

Greens Sexual Harassment Policy), a complainant or an observer of the harassment may 

inform an office bearer of the Illawarra Greens of the harassment as soon as possible.   

 

2.1  A complainant or respondent may appoint a support person within the Group to assist 

them in the management and resolution of the complaint.  Alternatively, a support person can 

be appointed by the office bearers of the Group. 

 

2.2  A support person may endeavour to resolve the matter with the parties if the parties 

agree,  within the timeframe outlined in 1.2 above and the support person may seek the 

assistance of the office bearers of the Group if required.  

 

2.3  If the matter cannot be resolved according to 2.2,  then either party may request that a 

Conflict Resolution Committee be nominated which will consist of up to three members 

endorsed by the Group’s office bearers.  The Committee will use the guidelines for resolution 

laid down in the Greens NSW Sexual Harassment Policy as far as is practicable, and may 

take into account any recommendations for resolution provided by a support person.  

Resolution of the matter should take place within a further time period as described in 1.2 

above. 

 

2.4  If a complainant or respondent wishes to seek resolution at the State rather than local 

Group level, then the office bearers of the Illawarra Greens will refer the matter to the Greens 

NSW to be dealt with according to the procedures outlined in their Sexual Harassment 

Policy. 

 

2.5  Where a complaint relates to sexual harassment which may be a criminal offence, or 

where the complaint involves actual or alleged physical assault and the complainant wishes to 

refer the matter to the local police, then the complainant will be assisted to do so by the 

nominated support person and the complaint will be referred by the Group for resolution to 

the Greens NSW.   This clause does not remove an obligation under the New South Wales 

Crimes Act by any person to report an alleged serious offence to police. 

 

2.6  A complainant will also be given support to attend appropriate medical and/or other 

relevant agencies, including counselling services, if requested by them.  

 

2.7  The support person shall continue to support a party during any of the above processes 

and keep them informed of the progress in the matter. 

 

3.  The Group may take action regarding a complaint including suspension of membership 

from the Group during the period of resolution of a complaint and may adopt any other 

disciplinary action available to it. 

 

4.    No person shall be appointed to assist in the resolution between the parties under sections 

1 and 2 above if they have any conflict of interest. 
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